Jean Baptiste Richard (1797-ca.1834) and Margaret? (1800-ca.1834)\

JEAN BAPTISTE RICHARD
BORN: 1797 Rupert's Land (metis)²

MARGARET?  
BORN: 1800³

The children of Jean Baptiste Richard and  
Margaret?  

1. William Richard  
   Born: 1826 Rupert’s Land⁴  
   Married: To Jane Fidler, born 13 Nov. 1837 St. Peter’s, Assiniboia and the metis daughter  
   of Thomas Fidler (metis) and Jane Kipling (metis)⁵

Children:  
1. Marguerite Richard: born 1860⁶  
2. Anne Richard: born 1862⁷  
3. William Richard: born 1865⁸

---
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2. Mary Richard
   Born: 1834 Rupert’s Land\(^9\)
   Married: To James Corrigal,\(^10\) born 1 Aug. 1828 Rupert’s Land and the metis son of
   James Corrigal (Scottish) and Margaret ? (native).\(^11\) He was previously married to E. Firth, born
   1828 and died 1848.\(^12\)
   Died: 8 July 1871.\(^13\)

   Children:
   1. Catherine Corrigal: born 1849\(^14\)
   2. Thomas Corrigal
      Born: 1850\(^15\)
      Married: To Ann Eliza Hodgson, baptized 3 July 1853 St. Andrews’, Assiniboia
      and the metis daughter of William Hodgson (metis) and Nancy Cook (metis)\(^16\)
   3. James Corrigal: born 1854\(^17\)
   4. Eliza Corrigal: born 1857\(^18\)
   5. John Corrigal: born 1862\(^19\)
   6. William Corrigal: born 1866\(^20\)
   7. Thomas Corrigal\(^21\)
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